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Morphing Moths Into Butterflies
Like a kiss
blown across the world
from horizon to horizon
from windowsill to windowsill
Fluttering
Flapping through the sheets of night
on the tail of dawn
on the tips of thorns
They caress
the winged petals of a dandelion a dusty angel in the dark
swimming in the shadows between the stars
Like a kiss
blown across the world
from horizon to horizon
from windowsill to windowsill
Flustering
over a city swallowed by the sun
half sunken into ruin
half into grief
Shuddering
Sewing phantoms from the dust
and a penitent sea
blown across the world
I sit
morphing moths into butterflies

Girl in the Moon

Contact

It was in the darkness of day
It was in drops of winter rain
I watched her walk between the stars,
between the light, between the dark
Born at the end of the rainbow
into the pallid bosom of the moon
One eye black, the other a kaleidoscope

she scours the night for a pot of gold
Her heart cut out of a cartoon
it bleeds in black letters and breathes black ink
Pounding dry it drips gaps onto a blue noon
swathed in the ghostly howls of grieving wolves
Waiting for the craters to sink;
consumed by the icy numbness of space,
slurped up in the maelstrom of a scarlet drink
coiling down the gullet of a pink devil
Waiting, she walks in shades of grey,
left to wail with invisible swans on ashen meadows
One arm glass, the other moist papier-mâché
sewing silken shadows from diamond string
It was in the darkness of day
It was in drops of winter rain
I watched her walk in between the stars,
between the light, between the dark
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